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A set of protocols for atomic quantum state teleportation
and swapping utilizing Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen light is pro-
posed. The protocols are suitable for collective spin states of a
macroscopic sample of atoms, i.e. for continuous atomic vari-
ables. Feasibility of experimental realization for teleportation
of a gas sample of atoms is analyzed.
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Quantum teleportation [1], has recently attracted con-
siderable attention as the means of disembodied transfer
of an unknown quantum state. Besides being a new fun-
damental concept in quantum physics, it is also relevant
for such applications as quantum computing and quan-
tum memory. Experimental realizations of quantum tele-
portation have so far been limited to teleportation of light
[2], [3]. Since quantum information processing involves
material particles such as atoms and ions, teleportation
of atomic states will be the next important benchmark
on the way to obtaining a complete set of quantum infor-
mation processing tools. Several proposals for teleporta-
tion of atoms onto atoms and atoms onto light have been
published recently [4].
We propose here a set of protocols for teleportation of
a collective spin state of a macroscopic atomic sample.
Our teleportation procedure does not require strong cou-
pling of a single atom with light, and does not therefore
involve high-Q cavities. We also consider a variation of
the procedure that provides swapping of the spin states
of two atomic systems.
As in the e.-m. field quantum teleportation of Refs.
[5,3], the protocol for quantum teleportation of spin pro-
posed here relies on the continuous entanglement of the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) -type output of an op-
tical parametric oscillator (OPO) below threshold. For
parametric gain r (r > 0) the quadratures of the two
modes of the EPR state satisfy the following relations:
Xˆ1 + Xˆ2 =
√
2 exp(−r)Xˆv,
Yˆ1 − Yˆ2 =
√
2 exp(−r)Yˆv , (1)
where Xˆv, Yˆv describe a vacuum mode.
As was pointed out in the original teleportation pro-
posal [1], it is imperative to be able to perform joint
measurements on the quantum state to be teleported and
one of the EPR states. We propose to use off-resonant
atom-photon interaction to achieve this goal. Such inter-
action as a probe of the quantum state for atoms with
total ground state electronic angular momentum equal
~/2 has been analyzed in Ref. [6], and recently has been
shown to be suitable for spin quantum non-demolition
(QND) measurements [7–9], as well as for generation of
entangled samples of atoms [7,10]. As shown in Refs.
[6–10] the unitary time-evolution operator correspond-
ing to the interaction with light propagating along the
z-axis has the following form:
Uˆ = exp (−iaSˆzFˆz), (2)
where a is given by a = σAF
γ
∆αv, σ is the resonant ab-
sorption cross section for an unpolarized photon on an
unpolarized atom of total spin F , A is the area of the
transverse cross section of the light beam, γ is the spon-
taneous emission rate of the upper atomic level, ∆ is the
detuning, Fˆ =
∑
µ Fˆ
(µ) (summed over all the atoms in
the interaction region) is the operator of the collective
ground-state atomic spin, Sˆ is the operator of the Stokes
vector of the optical field integrated over the duration
of the interaction. The dynamic vector polarizability
αv = ±1 for the D1 transition of alkali atoms, while
αv = ∓ 12 for the D2 transition. Here the upper/lower
sign is for the hyperfine sublevel with F = I± 12 , I is the
value of the nuclear spin.
Interaction (2) leads to rotation of the polarization of
the field that is proportional to Fˆz. Subsequent optical
polarization measurements provide the classical informa-
tion in our teleportation protocol. In order to do that,
each of the two EPR modes (polarized along the y-axis)
is mixed on a polarizing beamsplitter with a strong x-
polarized coherent pulse having n1 and n2 photons re-
spectively. Then, for the Stokes vectors of the two re-
sulting bright EPR fields Sˆ(1) and Sˆ(2) we obtain: Sˆ
(1)
z ≈√
n1Xˆ1, Sˆ
(1)
y ≈ √n1Yˆ1, Sˆ(2)z ≈ √n2Xˆ2, Sˆ(2)y ≈ √n2Yˆ2.
That is, the spin components of the Stokes vectors of the
bright EPR fields are given by the corresponding quadra-
ture operators of the OPO output.
Teleportation of an atomic spin state onto po-
larization state of light. Let Alice pass her bright
EPR beam 1 with the Stokes vector Sˆ(1) through the cell
containing polarized atomic vapor along the z-axis. The
unitary time evolution operator of Eq.(2) in the case of
small spin fluctuations in Fˆ and Sˆ (
√
〈(∆Fˆz,y)2〉 ≪ F ,√
〈(∆Sˆz,y)2〉 ≪ S) leads to the following transforma-
1
tions:
Sˆ(1)(out)y ≈ Sˆ(1)(in)y +
an1
2
Fˆ (in)z ,
Fˆ (out)y ≈ Fˆ (in)y + (aNF )Sˆ(1)(in)z . (3)
These equations for interaction of the collective atomic
spin with light resemble the beamsplitter relations used
for teleportation of a mode of electromagnetic field [5],
[3]. An insightful analysis of why a linear device of a
beamsplitter allows to perform joint measurements nec-
essary for quantum teleportation has been given by Vaid-
man and Yoran [11]. The connection to our atom-light
interaction case takes root in the fact that small rota-
tions of a spin on the Bloch sphere around some point
are equivalent to displacements in the tangent plane of
this point, which can be considered as motions in the
phase plane of the harmonic oscillator.
The nonlinear atom-light interaction of Eq.(2) is analo-
gous to the QND-type interaction for the optical quadra-
tures ∼ XˆaXˆb. Unlike the beamsplitter, which mixes
both the Xˆ and the Yˆ quadratures of the two input
beams in the same fashion, interaction ∼ XˆaXˆb mixes
only one pair of quadratures (Yˆa and Yˆb), leaving the
other pair (Xˆa and Xˆb) unchanged. Relations (3) corre-
spond to a 50:50 beamsplitter when
|a|
√
FNn1/2 = 1. (4)
Subsequent (destructive) measurement of Sˆ
(1)(out)
y pro-
vides Alice with half of the classical information needed
for implementation of ”feed-forward” on Bob’s bright
EPR beam to complete the quantum teleportation. The
other half must come from the measurement of Fˆ
(out)
y .
Although it is possible in principle to use a completely
destructive measurement (e.g., by means of photoioniza-
tion), experimentally it may be more convenient to em-
ploy another QND measurement using an auxiliary co-
herent pulse. Let us rotate the spin by pi/2 around the
x-axis, so that a pulse propagating along the z-axis will
measure Fˆ
(out)
y . The corresponding transformation is
Sˆ(coh)(out)z ≈ Sˆ(coh)(in)z +
ancoh
2
Fˆ (out)y
≈ Sˆ(coh)(in)z +
ancoh
2
Fˆ (in)y +
ncoh
n1
Sˆ(1)(in)z . (5)
The first term is negligible if ncoh/n1 ≫ 1. After Al-
ice sends the results of measurements of Sˆ
(1)(out)
y and
Sˆ
(coh)(out)
z to Bob, reconstruction of Fˆ (in) in Sˆ(2) is
achieved by Bob rotating the latter around the z-axis
by the angle φ1 = − 2√n1n2S
(1)(out)
y and around the y-axis
by the angle φ2 = − 2
√
n1
ncoh
√
n2
S
(coh)(out)
z . The rotations
are equivalent to displacements because the angles are
small. We obtain using Eqs.(1)
Sˆ(2)(out)y ≈
√
n2
2FN
Fˆ (in)z +
√
2n2 exp(−r)Yˆv,
Sˆ(2)(out)z ≈
√
n2
2FN
Fˆ (in)y +
√
2n2 exp(−r)Xˆv . (6)
The last terms in these expressions are due to the extra
noise introduced by the imperfect EPR state. This noise
goes to zero as r goes to infinity. These terms correspond
to the ”quantum duty” of the quantum teleportation [5],
as seen explicitly in the case of zero parametric gain,
r = 0. Eqs. (6) show that the Stokes vector Sˆout2 is
identical to the initial collective spin vector of Alice’s
atoms when
n2
2FN
= 1. (7)
The teleportation protocol described above may serve
as a read-out for quantum memory with the atomic sam-
ple as a memory cell. On the other hand, if the process of
mapping of the Stokes vector Sˆout2 onto another atomic
spin [12] follows the described atom-to-light teleporta-
tion, atom-to-atom teleportation is achieved.
Teleportation of atoms onto atoms. We now de-
scribe a protocol which performs the direct teleportation
of the quantum state of Alice’s collective spin onto Bob’s
collection of atoms without using light as an intermedi-
ate carrier of the quantum state. Suppose we have two
macroscopic spin systems (Alice’s and Bob’s) in the ini-
tial states given by collective spin operators FˆA, FˆB with
mean polarizations 〈FˆAx〉 = 〈FˆBx〉 and with the other
two projections FˆAy, FˆBy, FˆAz, FˆBz . We also have at our
disposal the EPR source of light as described above, with
each EPR beam mixed with a strong pulse containing
equal photon numbers, n1 = n2 = n, polarized along the
x-axis, similar to the previous section. Alice’s EPR beam
is phase shifted by pi/2 so that the Stokes operators are
SˆAz = −SˆBy, SˆAy = −SˆBz. The protocol begins with
Alice sending her EPR beam along the z-axis and mea-
suring its y -Stokes parameter with the detectorDA1, and
Bob sending a coherent x-polarized pulse SˆcohB containing
nc photons along the y-axis and measuring its z-Stokes
parameter with the detector DB1 (see Fig. 1). The re-
sulting atomic states of Alice and Bob are described by
the following operators:
Fˆ
′
Az = FˆAz , Fˆ
′
Ay = FˆAy + SˆAz, (8)
Fˆ
′
By = FˆBy, Fˆ
′
Bz = FˆBz − SˆcohBy .
In these equations we combined conditions n1 = n2 = n
and (4),(7) to obtain unity coupling coefficients between
Fˆ and Sˆ projections. The Stokes parameters measured
by detectors DA1 and DB1 are
dˆA1 = SˆAy + FˆAz, (9)
dˆB1 = Sˆ
coh
Bz −
nc
n
FˆBy ≈ −nc
n
FˆBy (10)
We assume n/nc ≪ 1. While the above measurements
are performed, the second EPR beam sent by Alice to
Bob begins its journey along the quantum channel.
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FIG. 1. Teleportation of Alice’s atomic state onto Bob’s
state. Alice communicates with Bob via a quantum channel
(EPR beam) and classical channels (dashed lines). After four
measurements with two EPR beams and two coherent beams
( ScohA , S
coh
B ) are performed on Alice’s atoms and Bob’s atoms
with detectors DA1,2, DB1,2 , Bob’s state is shifted (rotated)
along y axis by dA1+
n
nc
dB1 (shown as a plus in a circle) and
along z by − n
nc
dA2 − dB2 (shown as a minus in a circle). As
a result Bob’s state becomes Alice’s initial state and Alice’s
state is wiped out.
Next Alice sends a coherent x-polarized probe contain-
ing nc photons along y axis onto the detector DA2. The
detector measures
dˆA2 = Sˆ
coh
Az −
nc
n
Fˆ
′
Ay ≈
nc
n
Fˆ
′
Ay (11)
Alice now sends dA1,
n
nc
dA2 to Bob along a classical
channel.
When Bob receives the EPR beam from Alice he sends
it along z axis onto the detector DB2 which reads
dˆB2 = SˆBy + Fˆ
′
Bz . (12)
After that the state of Bob’s atoms is
Fˆ
′′
By = Fˆ
′
By + SˆBz, Fˆ
′′
Bz = Fˆ
′
Bz . (13)
To complete the teleportation Bob now rotates his
atomic state. We use displacements instead of rotations
to simplify the expressions. Bob’s state is displaced along
z by − nnc dA2 − dB2 and along y by dA1 + nnc dB1 (see
Fig.1). The final state of his atoms, according to (9-13),
is described by the following equations:
Fˆ teleBz = Fˆ
′′
Bz −
n
nc
dA2 − dB2 = −FˆAy, (14)
Fˆ teleBy = Fˆ
′′
By + dA1 +
n
nc
dB1 = FˆAz
and the teleportation of the unknown state of Alice’s col-
lection of atomic spins onto Bob’s atoms is proven (within
a rotation of pi around the x-axis). In the above equa-
tions we assumed perfect entanglement between the EPR
beam components (r →∞ in Eqs.(1)).
Atomic quantum state swapping. We now de-
scribe a protocol which exchanges initial quantum states
of two collections of atomic spins. Suppose Alice’s and
Bob’s spin samples are in the initial state given by opera-
tors FˆA, FˆB with mean polarizations 〈FˆAx〉 = 〈FˆBx〉. We
again have at our disposal the EPR source of light as de-
scribed above, with Stokes operators Sˆz, Sˆy for one of the
beams, and −Sˆz, Sˆy for the other. Both EPR beams are
mixed with strong beams containing equal photon num-
bers, n1 = n2 = n, polarized along the x -axis in a way
similar to the previous section. One of the EPR beams is
used for a joint measurement on the z spin components
of both samples by sending it through both of them along
the z -axis. The resulting states of atomic samples are:
Fˆ
′
Az = FˆAz ; Fˆ
′
Bz = FˆBz, (15)
Fˆ
′
Ay = FˆAy + Sˆz; Fˆ
′
By = FˆBy + Sˆz;
and the state of the beam is
Ŝ
′
z = Sˆz; Sˆ
′
y = Sˆy + FˆAz + FˆBz. (16)
In the above equations we assumed conditions (4),(7)
to be fulfilled. Next, the second EPR beam shifted in
phase by pi/2 is sent along the y -axis of the two atomic
samples to perform a joint measurement on the y spin
components. The beam is transformed by the phase
shift and the change of the direction in the following way
−Sˆz,−Sˆy → Sˆrz , Sˆry . The evolution operator in this new
coordinate system is Uˆ = exp (−iaSˆryFˆy). We obtain
Fˆ
′′
Az = FˆAz − Sˆry = FˆAz + Sˆy; Fˆ
′′
Bz = FˆBz + Sˆy, (17)
Fˆ
′′
Ay = Fˆ
′
Ay = FˆAy + Sˆz; Fˆ
′′
By = Fˆ
′
By = FˆBy + Sˆz,
and
Sˆr
′
z = −Sˆ
′
z = −Sˆz + Fˆ
′
Ay + Fˆ
′
By = FˆAy + FˆBy + Sˆz, (18)
Sˆr
′
y = −Sˆ
′
y = −Sˆy.
Here we used Eqs. (15, 16). After interacting with the
atoms the two EPR beams are detected by photode-
tectors D1, D2. The Stokes parameter S
′
y (16) is mea-
sured for the first beam and the Stokes parameter Sr
′
z
(18) for the second. The results of the measurements
are used to rotate the atomic spins in order to achieve
the swapping. The projections Fˆ
′′
Az and Fˆ
′′
Bz are dis-
placed by the value S
′
y obtained from D1, and the pro-
jections Fˆ
′′
Ay and Fˆ
′′
By are displaced by the value S
r′
z .
The results are Fˆ swapAz = Fˆ
′′
z − S
′
y = −FˆBz, Fˆ swapAy =
Fˆ
′′
y −Sr
′
z = −FˆBy. Similarly for the other atomic system
Fˆ swapBz = −FˆAzFˆ swapBy = −FˆAy and the initial quantum
states of the two samples have been swapped.
Feasibility of experimental realization. The ex-
perimental attractiveness of the above protocols relies on
3
the fact that they can be applied to the system as sim-
ple as a gas of atoms in a cell at room temperature. The
only basic assumption is that the number of atoms in the
teleported ensemble has to be much greater than one.
The unity coupling conditions 12an = aNF = 1 yields
n = 2FN, |a| = |(σγαv)/(AF∆)| = 2/n. The required
optical depth of the samples has to fulfill the condition
α∆ = σNγ/A|∆| = γ/|∆| ≪ 1 to secure the validity of
interaction described by Eq.(2). Optimal cross section of
the optical beams is then A = (σn|αv|α∆)/(2F ), that
shows that n ≫ 1 is necessary to fulfill A ≫ σ ≈ λ2
(the condition of weak focusing, i.e. weak coupling of
light to a single atom). If a collection of, say N = 105,
Cs atoms in F = 4 state probed close to the 6S1/2 ↔
6P3/2, γ = 5MHz is to be teleported, the following
parameters will be close to optimal: the detuning of
probes ∆ = 800MHz, the cell size 10 × 10 × 200µm3,
and the atomic density nA = 5 × 1012cm−3. The cell
size can vary with the optimal size scaling roughly as√
N . The number of photons in EPR pulses should be
around n = 8× 105 with the pulse duration longer than
100n sec to avoid saturation effects. With a typical fi-
nite bandwidth non-classical light generated by an op-
tical parametric oscillator [13] the pulse duration will
also have to be longer than the inverse OPO bandwidth,
Γ−1OPO ≈ 10n sec to preserve quantum correlations. A
buffer gas can be added into the cell and/or its walls can
be coated to extend the lifetime of the ground state spin
state [14].
Summary. We propose a set of quantum state
teleportation and swapping protocols based on an off-
resonant interaction of EPR light with macroscopic
atomic spin ensembles. The three protocols proposed
include (a) teleportation of an atomic state onto a state
of light suitable for quantum memory read out (b) tele-
portation of an atomic sample onto another atomic sam-
ple and (c) quantum state swapping of two atomic sam-
ples. The macroscopic character of the collective spin
teleported unites this proposal with the previous work
on quantum state processing with continuous quantum
variables of light and atoms [3], [5], [15] and experimental
approaches towards creating multiatom entangled states
[7], [10], [12]. The absence of high-Q optical cavities may
become an attractive feature simplifying an experimen-
tal realization. One possible realization involving a gas
of long lived spins of alkali atoms is shown to be accessi-
ble. Teleportation between small cells filled with atoms
should provide a suitable playground for studies of quan-
tum memory and continuous quantum information pro-
cessing.
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